
Moon 
Theme Park

Day 6

L.O. To write persuasive paragraphs 
demonstrating a range of literacy 

skills.



We are going to write two of the sections for our leaflet today.  These will 
give the reader more information about what they can do in our theme park.  

Our sentences need to have a range of strong, persuasive adjectives and 
verbs.

We need to write in the second person – you / your / yourself / yours – and 
in the present tense – come / enjoy / experience …

We also need to show off our writing skills.  Can you include a relative clause 
somewhere?  Can you use a range of sentence openers?

Moon Theme Park



Rides:

Have you got what it takes to ride the Moon Mega-
Runaway Cart? With its terrifying drops, corkscrew 
twists and gravity-defying 360 loop, which causes 
many to feel sick, this bone-shattering ride aboard a 
wayward cart will challenge even the bravest thrill-
seeker adrenaline-junkie! Have a go, if you dare!

If you’re after more of a splash, hop on to Lunar’s 
Galleon and journey round the rocky coves and 
sparkling shores before plunging down a 25ft drop. 
Prepare to get soaked!



Sea of Clouds:

A watery wonderland, The Sea of Clouds, which caters 
for babies to seniors, is a pool complex like no other.  
There is fantastic fun for all the family.  Your 
grandparents may enjoy the relaxing rock lined rapids 
where you can lay back and go with the flow.  Perhaps 
your adventurous teenagers would prefer a lagoon-
style pool with a wave-machine they can surf on.  A 
sunken lunar buggy play area provides hours of fun for 
little swimmers.  Open until late at night, the Moon 
Maze has exhilarating flumes and slides while Ocean 
of Storms tips out 1000s of gallons of water when you 
least expect it. 
A wet and wild experience!



Entertainment:Moon Theme Park
Our daily programme of incredible events is a HUGE hit with 
guests.

Enter the breath-taking Grimaldi Crater if you dare to witness the 
bravest of astronauts take on a range of impressive opponents in 
one-on-one challenges including “Moon Mineral Sculpture” and 
“Lunar Boulder Pushing”. You are sure to see true tests of 
strength! 

Are you feeling lucky? Then head to the Sea of Tranquility Arena, 
where all seats are armchairs, to place your bets and hopefully 
pick a winner in the stunning spectacle that is Gravity Jumping.  
Watch skilful drivers take the controls to show off their Lunar 
Buggy speed and steering skills as they race for victory. 
Fast and furious fun at its best!



Moon Theme Park
Choose two of your sections and write 3 or 4 sentences for each describing them for your reader.
You could:
Start your section with a rhetorical question:
Have you ever … / Do you want to … / Are you brave enough for … 

* Have you got what it takes to ride the Moon Mega- Runaway Cart?
Make your next sentence describe the ride in more detail – what kind of sentence opener can you use?

* With … / Falling … / Travelling … / In a … / At … / While in the park … / Not only … 
* With its terrifying drops, corkscrew twists and gravity-defying 360 loop, this…

Try to include a relative clause in your next sentence:
* Head to the Sea of Tranquility Arena, where all seats are armchairs, to place your bets 
* The Sea of Clouds, which caters for babies to seniors, is a pool complex like no other

Challenge or instruct your reader with what you want them to do in the last sentence  -
* Have a go, if you dare!

Make sure you are focussing on strong adjectives for persuasive language throughout your paragraph.


